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About This Content

The Clash – Legacy Pack is for players who enjoy the game and want to show their support. The pack includes access to
SINGLE-PLAYER LEAGUE and 2 unique in-game skins.

SINGLE-PLAYER LEAGUE

is a competitive single player mode where players complete a series of challenges and are ranked on a global leaderboard. Hire
teammates and select the right party for every challenge to optimize scores.
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I had to play this for my "blast from the past" steam spring cleaning achievement.... I think Robert might be my favorite modern
game character - I love everything about him. This is a lovely sequel to the original. I pretty much play P&C games exclusively,
and as far as modern P&C series go, this is up there with The Blackwell Trilogy, The Journey Down, and The Book of
Unwritten Tales for me.

The music is great, I especially love the flute-nose ditties. A few old characters and some new characters (my favorite being the
mystery bag peddler). Great comedic dialogue that can appeal to both adults and children. Great artwork. Puzzles are a balanced
level of difficulty - you won't need to check a walkthrough.

I'm still not a huge fan of Laura, but I do like her relationship with Robert and he seems less afraid of her this time around. Emil
is a weaker villain than Conroy. I also think this ending was weaker than the original. I think once we find out a certain thing
about Emil, the stakes felt significantly lower to me.

My liking of Robert and the world of Asposia completely overshadows the problems I have with The Last Wind Monk. I'm
looking forward to the next game.

Also, this is not a prequel :). Well, what i can say about this. The game works but however i'm getting about 2-3 FPS on the
menu, plus i tried to hit the "enter" to start the game but nothing does. (Thankfully i got this on Black Friday Sale for
5,03\u20ac.) But the game seems to be fun and i really wanted to play this game back then, but i do like the game but however i
will set to this on "dislike". Because the game doesn't works and gives me 2-3 FPS on the menu, plus the "enter" button nothing
does on the menu.. Tookis and the booty biker boys made my heart soar. A psychedlic romp where you make fast friends. The
developer is a real kind dude too, and I think that comes through in the game. I want a monster garden sequel! Where you can
tend to your little homies day-in and day-out like Animal Crossing.. says works on 2016 but yet does not
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A short but interesting puzzle game, it is a simple standard platformer, the art style and music make it feel relaxing even though
some levels frustrating, especially when trying to collect tokens, which is a important task to get skins for your droplet.

Completed the game in about 4 hours, but returned for few more bc its a good choice when you have little time to play and
more elabored games are hard to keep up playing little time each day, so if you have that much time to spare, do give it a shot
since its completely free.. The \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 did i play. Wrongworld is the most fun i had with a SP survival game
in a while
If you like survival games, Wrongworld might surprise you

Highly recommended
:). It is a very short adventure, i dont know if there will be a second volume or not. And everything before the fight with the
Vampire is handwaved. and the fights are very short. Worst three Bucks I ever spend.. If you've played these games before, you
know pretty much what to expect and this game delivers all that. Click the resources, click the buildings, complete the
objectives -- and try to do it on time.

Bad things about this game:
* You can't undo actions, no matter how much you want to
* Tooltips are occasionally slow
* Storyline is absolutely barebones... it might as well not even exist
* Difficulty of getting 3 stars severely drops mid and late game once you get time stop

None of these things stopped me from enjoying the game!
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